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Abstract support tools, and straightforward interfaces. Exam-
pies of such systems are Isis [1], Linda [2], Express [3],

Concurrent and distributed computing, using and PVM [7]. It should be noted that these systems,
portable software systems or environments on general referred to hereafter as "environments", are distinct
purpose networked computing platforms, has recently from distributed operating systems, which are native
gained widespread attention. Many such systems have kernel level implementations. Wide-ranging experi-
been developed, and several are in production use. This ences (in terms of quantity and diversity of use) during
paper describes the evolution of the P VM system, a the past several years has firmly established the via-
software infrastructure for concurrent computing in bility and effectiveness of concurrent computing tools
networked environments. PVM has evolved over the such as those mentioned above, and it is the general
past three years; it is currently in use at several hun- consensus of the high-performance scientific comput-
dred institutions worldwide for applications ra_ging ing community that these systems will continue to play
from scientific supercomputing to high performance an active role in concurrent computing in the near-
computations in medicine, discrete mathematics, and term future.
databases, and for learning parallel programming. We Concurrent computing environments offer several
describe the historical evolution of the PVM system, programming interfaces, but with the exception of a
outline the programming model and supported features, few (notably Linda), they are uniformly based on some
present results gained from its use, list representative variant of message passing. While early transitions
applications from a variety of disciplines that P VM to this model from traditional vector machines and
has been used for, and comment on future trends and share-memory multiprocessors met with some resis-
ongoing research projects, tance, message passing is now widely accepted as the

normal programming and computing model for most
parallel machines, as well as for many of the software

1 Introduction environments that emulate parallel computers. Es-
sentially, the model is based on collections of asyn-

High-performance computing, particularly in scien- chronously executing processes that interact and co-
title domains, is increasingly based on parallel process- operate via the exchange of messages. On many mul-
ing. One form of parallel or concurrent computing, tiprocessors, the process-processor binding is one-to-
using portable software systems or environments on one, but software systems such as PVM remove this
general purpose networked computing platforms, has restriction for greater flexibility. Typical manifests-
gained tremehdous popularity in recent years. Several tions of this model, both on hardware multiprocez-
such software systems that support this model are in sors and software environments, consist of user-level

widespread use. Two important factors contributing libraries that are bound into application programs_
to their success a_e cost effectiveness (as compared to these libraries provide facilities for process manage-
traditional hardware multiprocessors), and high us- ment, communication, synchronization, and certain
ability as a result of widely portable implementations, auxiliary functions.

The PVM system is a software infrastructure that
"Thiswork wassupported by the Applied Mathematical Sci- permits collections of heterogeneous machines to be

ences program, Officeof Basic Er,ergy Sciences, U. S. Depart- used as a general-purpose, message-passing, parallelment of Energy, under Grant No. DE-FGO5-91ER25105,and
Oontract DE-ACOS-84OR21400with Martin Marietta Energy computer. Under PVM, a user defined collection of
Systems, Inc. serial, parallel, and vector computers appears as one



large distributed-menlory computer. Throughout this 2 The PVM System
paper tile terln virtual machine will be used to des-
ignate this logical distributed-menaory machine. The PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) is a software sys-
PVM user library contains functions to start tip tasks tem that permits the utilization of a heterogeneous
on the virtt, al machine and allows the tasks to commu- network of parallel and scrim computers as a uni-
nicate and synchronize with each other. Applications, fled general and flexible concurrent computational
which can be written in Fortran77 or C, can be paral- resource. The PVM system [7] initially supported
lelized by using message-pa.ssing constructs common the message pa_ing, shared memory, and hybrid
to most distributed-memory coinputers. By sending paradigms, thus allowing applications to use the most
and receiving messages, multiple tasks of an applica- appropriate computing model, for the entire applica-
tion can cooperate to solve a problem in parallel, tion or for individual sub-algorithms, ltowever, sup-

port for emulated shared-memory was omitted as the

PVM supports heterogeneity at the application, system evolved, since the message-passing paradigm
machine, and network level. Users may exploit this was the model of choice for most scientific parallel
feature in several ways; for instance, PVM allows lp- processing applications. Processing elements in PVM
plication tasks to exploit, the architecture best suited may be scalar machines, distributed- and shared-
to their solution. PVM handles ali data conversion melnory multiprocessors, vector supercoltlputers and

that may be required if ditferent computers in the special purpose graphics engines, thereby permitting
virtual machine use different data representations, in the use of the best suited computing resource for each
addition to making transparent other inconsistencies co,nponent of an application. This versatility is valu-
between machines in terms of architecture and oper- able for several large and complex applications includ-
ating system facilities, thereby providing for machine ing global environmental modeling [5], fluid dynamics
heterogeneity. PVM also permits the virtual machine simulations [6], and weather prediction applications.
to be interconnected by a variety of different networks, llowever, the full effectiveness of the PVM system can

be realized, with significant benefits, on common hard-
ware plat, forms such as a local network of general put-

The PVM project started in the summer of 1989 at pose workstations.

Oa.k Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and is now The PVM system is composed of a suite of user-
an ongoing collaborative research project at Emory interface primitives supporting software that together
University, ORNL, and the University of Tennessee enable concurrent computing on loosely coupled net-
(UT), lt is a basic research effort aimed at advancing works of processing elements. Some of the prominent
science, and is wholly funded by research appropri- advantages of the system are:
al,ions from the U.S. Department of Energy, the Na-
tional Science Foundation, and the State of Tennessee.
Owing to its experimental nature, the PVM project • the ability to execute in ezisling network environ-
produces software that is of utility to researchers in ments without the need for specialized hardware
the scientific community and to others. This software or software enhancenlexds or modifications.
is, and has been distributed freely in the interest of
advancement of science and is being used in cornputa- • support for multiple parallel computation _,_od-
tional applications around the world, els, particularly usefid in conj_lnction with sup-

port for multiple hardware architectures.

In the next section, we discuss the I'VM comptlling
model and describe l,lle progra_nn_ing interface as well ® ilJtegral provision of debugging and adlninistra-

live facilities, using interactive graphical inter-as an operational overview, noting aspects that have
undergone evolutionary changes over the duration of faces.
the project. We then discuss our experiences with scl

eutific colnputing using PVM, and present some pcr- • support for fault-tolerance and partially degraded
forrnance figures based on its use. In order to highlight execution in the presence of machine or network
t.he diversity of applications that PVM has been used failures.
for, Section 4 presents cullings from user feedback ob-

tained in the last several months, and the concluding • auxiliary profiling and visualization tools that

section discusses the value of PVM and similar sys- permit post-mortem analysis of program behav-
terns, and lists ongoing and future projects, tor.
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2.1 Architectural Description Application programs under PVM may possess ar-
bitrary control and dependency structures. In other

PVM may be implemented on a hardware base con- words, at any point in the execution of a concur-

sisting of different machine architectures, including rent api, lication, tile processes in existence may have
single CPU systems, vector machines, and multipro- arbitrary relationships between each other and, fur-
ccssors. These computing elements may be intercon- ther, any process may communicate and/or synchro-
nected by one or more networks, which may them- nize with any other. This is the most unstructured

selves be different (e.g. one implementation of PVM form of crowd computation, but in practice a sig-
operates on Ethernet, the Internet, and a fiber ep- nificant mimber of concurrent applications are more
tic network). These computing elements are accessed structured. Two typical structures are the tree and
by applications via a standard interface that supports the "regular crowd" structure. We use the latter term
common concurrent processing paradigms in the form to denote crowd computations in which each process
of well-defined primitives that are embedded in proce- is identical; frequently such applications also exhibit
dural host languages. Application programs are com- regular communication and synchronization patterns.
posed of components that are subtasks at a moderately Any specific control and dependency structure may be
largc level of granularity. During execution, multiple implemented under the PVM system by appropriate
i,siances of each component may be initiated. Fig- use of PVM constructs and host language col_trol flow
tire 1 depicts a simplified architectural overview of the statements.
PVM system. Multiprocessing on loosely coupled networks pro-

vides facilities that are normally not available on
tightly coupled multiprocessors. Debugging support,

....................ae.?.fff_./!_!.t................ fault tolerance in the form of checkpoint-restart,
Component Inatances

_J__F__.__.___ ::_isv v __/_ monitoring to identify hot-spots or load hnbalances

within all application are ex_tmples. On the other
rste= hand, several obstacles and d;_fficulties are also asso-

_________.[_. ____ _ ciated with networked con current computing. Among

_ -- these are generating and maintaining multiple object
! i modules for different architectures, considerations of
:__.s_ ..... c__.b__._._s_, ',_s___,_.y_,_., t I I J security and intrusion into pes:sonal workstations, and

/.._/_/1 LAN2 Butterfly c_,y a number of administrative and housekeeping func-
Figure 1" PVM System Overview tions. In its present form, PVM supports two auxiliary

conaponents that provide some desirable features and
overcome several of the obstacl,._. First, the HENCE

Application programs view the PVM system as a interface is a graphical teel t_at eases many of the

general and flexible parallel cornputing resource. This application tasks of specifying components, handling
resource lnay be accessed at three different levels: the input and output, interacting with PVM during ex-
transparent mode in which component instances are ecution, managing multiple objects, and providing a
automatically located at the most appropriate sites, debugging interface. Second, PVM is undergoing ex-
the architecture.dependent mode in which the user tensions to provide a uniform programming interface,

may indicate specific architectures on which particu- iii a vein similar to the PICL library [12] that supports
lar components are to execute, and the Iow-levelmode portable parallel programining ar,d profiling.
in which a particular machine may be specified. Such

layering perinits flexibility while retaining the ability 2.2 Operational Overvi,.,v¢
to exploit particular strellgths of individ,al machines

on the network. The PVM user interface is strongly The PVM system is compo_:,,.:dof two parts. The
typed; support for operating iii a heterogeneous envi- first part is a daemon, called pwnd, that resides on ali
ronment is provided in i.he form of special constructs the computers coral)rising the vir_,ual machine. Pvmd
that selectively perform machine-dependent data con- is designed so any user with a valid login can install
versions where necessary. Inter-instance comn,uni- this daemon on a machine. To run a PVM applica-
cation coiistructs include those for the exchange of tion, the user executes pviJad on one of the machines,
data structures as well as high-level primitives such as specifying a list of other hosts that together form the
broadcast, barrier synchronization, mutual exclusion, virtual machine for this particular session. This first
and rendezvous, pvmd in turn starts up the daemons on each of the oth-



ers, and the set of daemons cooperate via distributed 2.4 PVM Version ;3.0

algorithms to initialize the virtual machine. The PVM

application can then be started by executing a pro- The PVM model, interfaces, implementation and
gram on any of these computers; the usual method portability have proven sound enough that several
is for this manually started program to spawn other hundred sites are actively using the system. Such
application processes, using PVM facilities. Multiple widespread use has aided syst,em evolution enor-
users may configure overlapping virtual machines, and mously, a substantial part of these changes being at-
each user can execute several PVM applicationssirnul- tributable to user feedback. As a result, the third

taneously, major version (3.0) of PVM is imrninent; prior ver-
The second part of the system is a library of PVM sions included 1.0 (not publicly released) and 2.0-2.4

interface routines (libpvm.a). This library contains (each with a few minor release versions). The basic
user callable routines for message passing, spawning computing model remains the same in PVM 3.0; how-
processes, coordinating tasks, and modifying the vir- ever, the system core has been completely redesigned
tual machine. Application programs must be linked for improved performance, scalability and fault tol-
with this library to use PVM. eraIY..e while maintaining PVM's high standards of

portability and robustness. Important modifications
2.3 The HENCE subsystem are briefly outlined in this section. Specific syntax

and detailed explanations of tile 3.0 system are omit-

HENCE is a tool that gr,.,atl_ simplifies the writ- ted from this paper since the specification is subject to

ing of parallel programs [13]. In tleNCE, the pro- change prior to system release scheduled for 2Q 1993.
grammer explicitly specifics parallelism between sub- Based on user feedback and internal changes
routines by drawing a graph where nodes in the graph deemed necessary, the user interface has been some-
represent subroutines written in either Fortran or C. what modified in 3.0. Most changes are syntactic,
The programmer must supply the HENCE graph and although a few semantic changes were also required.
the source code for the subroutine nodes, tteNCE One fundamental change involves process identifica-
will automatically execute the subroutines in parallel tion and addressing; processes in 3.0 are represented

(whenever possible) across a network of heterogeneous by an integer task identifier (called the tid), while in
machines. The programmer does not need to use any previous versions, processes were identified by a com-
parallel programming primitives and does not need to ponent name and instance number pair. The tid is the
write any code beyond that supplied for the node sub- primary and most efficieat method of identifying pro-
routines. HENCE relies on the PVM system [11] for cesses in PVM. Since tids must be unique across the
process initialization and communication. Program- entire virtual machine, they are supplied by the sys-
mers wishing to write explicit message passing paral- tem. PVM 3.0 contains several routines that return tid
lel programs on a network of machines should explore values so that the user application can identify other
using the PVM system directly, processes in the system. Although less efficient, pro-

tleNCE is composed of 5 integrated graphical tools, cesses can still be identified by a name and instance
The compose tool allows a programmer to specify number by joining a group. A user defines a group
the parallelism of an application by drawing a graph name and PVM returns a unique instance number for
describing dependencies between user defined proce- this process in this group.
dures. HENCE uses the graph to auto_natically write A significant new feature in PVM 3.0 is support

the parallel program. With the configure tool the user for certain forms of failure resilience. If a host (i.e.
specifies a network of heterogeneous computers to be a computer in a virtual machine) fails, PVM will au-
used as a parallel virtual machine and defines a cost tomatically detect this and delete the host from the
matrix between machines and procedures. The build virtual machine. The status of hosts can be inspected
tool uses the configuration and cost matrix to compile by tile apl)lication, and if required a replacenaent host
and install the procedures written by the first tool on can be added, lt is still the responsibility of the ep-
the appropriate machines. The execute tool dynami- plication developer to make his application tolerant of
cally maps procedures to machines for execution of the host failure. PVM makes no attempt to automatically
application and collects tracing information. Finally, recover processes that are aborted because of a host
there is a trace tool that reads the trace information failure. Another use of this feature would be to add

and displays an animation of the execution, either in more hosts as they become available, for example on a
real time for debugging or later for performance anal- weekend, or if the application dynamically determines
ysis. it could use more computational power.



Version 3.0 also contains provisions for dynamic 3.1 Superconductivity Studies
process groups. In PVM, functions that logically deal
with groups of processes such as broadcast and bar- The first, application models the physical properties
tier use the user's explicitly defined group names as of complex substitutionally disordered materials. A
arguments. Groups may overlap, and a process can few important examples of physical systems and situ-
belong to multiple groups. Routines are provided for _tions in which substitutional disorder plays a critical
processes to join or to leave a group. Processes can role in determining material properties include: metal-
query for information about other group members, lic alloys, high-temperature superconductors, mag-

netic phase transitions, and metal/insulator transi-
Finally, version 3.0 contains facilities that enable tions. The algorithm is an implementation of the Ko-

straightforward integration of hardware multiproces- rringa, Kohn and Rostoker coherent potential approx-
sors into a virtual machine. PVM was originally de- imation (KKR-CPA) method for calculating the elec-
veloped for concurrent computation across multiple, tronic properties, energetics and other ground state

interconnected, but independent, machines. As a rc- properties of substitutionally disordered alloys [8].
sult, in order to exploit true multiprocessors such as The KKR-CPA parallel algorithm was executed un-
the Intel iPSC/860, it was necessary to write a PVM der the PVM system using several combinations of dif-

program for the "host" processor that received mes- ferent numbers of IBM RS/6000 Powerstations. For
sages from the external network, and routed them to each of these experiments, no source code changes
individual nodes using the native message-pa.ssing rou- were made; only the PVM host pool and application

tines on the machine. Similarly for messages from a input flies were modified as appropriate. Owing to the
node destined for an external machine, the PVM pro- inherent differences in processor speed between the
gram on the host converted these messages from na- model 320, model 530 and model 550 Powerstations

tive format to PVM format and routed them over the that were used, the number of energies was varied so as
network. With PVM 3.0 the dependence on network to approximately balance the load on each processor.
specific mechanisms is relaxed, and communication Table 1 shows the effective megaflop rate achieved by
within lnultiple network types as well as across thena is the PVM system for the KKR-CPA algorithm on dif-
transparently handled. For example, programs writ- ferent combinations of IBM RS/6000 Powerstations.
ten in PVM 3.0 can run on a network of SUN's, on In the 13-machine experiment, 4 model 320 systems

a group of nodes on an Intel Paragon, on multiple and 7 model 530 systems were physically on a single
Paragons connected by a network, or a heterogeneous Ethernet network, while the remaining 530 and 550
combination of multiprocessor computers that are ge- systems were geographically distant, and accessed vi

ographically distributed. PVM 3.0 is designed to use a 1.5Mb T1 link. In ali other experinaents, ali RS/600,,
vendor specific communication calls within a multi- systems were interconnected by a single Ethernet net-
processor, work. lt can be seen from the table that near lin-

ear speedups were attained for this application, owin.g
to the relatively high computation-to-communication
ratio. More significant is the extremely high compu.

3 Scientific Computing Experiences tational rate, particularly considering that, speeds in
excess of 250 Mflops could be achieved using exist-
ing, general purpose RS/6000 Powerstations, intercon-
nected by existing networks that were in simultaneous

The PVM system has been used for the execution use for other activities. Of particular note is the rel-
of a variety of application codes on different networks, ative price-performance ratio of the PVM system on
each with its unique mix of processing elements. Ex- IBM RS/6000 Powerstations as compared to super-
ample applications that have been executed under computers and hardware multiprocessors; an abbrevi-
PVM include matrix factorization, stochastic simula- ated listing is shown in Table 2.
tion of toroid networks, and Mandelbrot image colnpu-

tations. In this section we describe in detail two appli- 3.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
cations that are drawn from the domain of scientific

computing, and are large, computationally intensive Another scientific computing application in which
codes that are well known. The first is an application very high lev,:,ls of performance have been achieved us-

that moclels the physical properties of complex sub- ing PVM on RS/6000 Powerstations is classical molec-
stitutionally disordered materials, and the second is a ular dynamics. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
molecular dynamics application, are commonly used to calculate static and dynamic



Model 320 model 530 ratio of the parallel algorithms decreases, thereby re-
ducing the message passing overheads in the parallel

__.nproc . Mflops nproc Mflops implementation.
serial 18.2 serial 24.4 The MD simulation algorithm waz implemented

2 31.3 2 45.9 on the PVM system for execution on a network of
zt 63.1 4 92.2 RS/6000 Powerstations. This algorithm assigns to

N/A --- 7 161.9 each processor, a fixed region of space, and updates
6 (530's) + 4 (320's) 206.5 the positions of ali atoms within its box in a given
7 (530's) + zt(320's) 226.0 timestep. The PVM implementation of this MD al-

I (550) + 8 (530's) + 4 (320's) 261.0 gorithm was adapted from an algorithm originally de-
signed for the hypercube architecture. Given the reg-
ular intercounection structure of the hypercube, the

Table 1 : Performance of HiTc on various control and communication structure is also regular;
essentially consisting of iterative phases of PDE solu-

PVM- IBM RS/6000 configurations, tions, followed by data exchanges along each dimen-
sion of the hypercube. The data exchanged between

Machine ListPrice _=_s---_ MII,],s/$M each computational phase consists of atom velocities
PVM (4x320+6_.530) $252K _--=_-----_----822-_ and force values; typical runs involved the exchange of

Cray YMP (8 procs) $20M _.2290 ] i-i4 several hundred messages, each of the order of several
iPSC/860(128 rrocs) $3M _]__-2-_-'/-_ 84-2 hundred K B in size.The results of the molecular dynamics application

for a range of processors and problem sizes are given
Table2: Price-Pcrh)rmanceRatiosfor ]liTcApplication in 'Fable 3. The table compares the execution times

of PVM using a network of RS/6000 Powerstations

properties of liquid and solid state systems [9]. This and the iPSC/860 hypercube. For a small number
application treats each of the N atoms (or molecules) of processors, PVM over a 1,2 MB/see Ethernet isquite competitive with a hypercube with dedicated
as a point mazs, and Newtons equations are then late- 2.8 MB/see channels. Load imbalances became worse
grated to move each atom forward in time. Individual on PVM when eight processors were used because
force equations are derived for each atom ha.sad on the the workstations had different computational rates.
potential energy flmct.ional for the system. The algo- With an even more heterogeneous mixture of ma-
rith_ns discussed in this section pertain to the gen- chines, the load imbalances would be expected to get
eral class of MD problems in which (a) only short much worse given this application's method of paral-
range forces are of interest; (b) atoms diffuse, i.e. each

lelization. (These load imbalances are not seen in the
atom's neighbors change a.s the simulation progresses; KKR-CPA application because its method of paral-
and (c) systems consisting of a few hundred t.o several lelization employs a dynalnic load balancing scheme.)
thousand atoms (relatively small systems) are consid-

Nevertheless, it, is encouraging to note that the PVMered.
system performs quite weil, even for the MD appli-

MD algorithms are inherently parallel, as discussed cation which inherently has a high communication to
in [10]. Several parallel algorithms for MD simula- computation ratio.
lions have been developed, and executed on a vari-
ety of vector and lll_lt, iprocessor architectures, ranging

froln the Cray-XMP vector supercolnputer to 1024-
node hypercubes. A detailed discussion of the algo- 4 PVM Usage and Application Do-
rithms, speedups, and problems in parallelizing this mains
code lnay be found in the literature. The results re-
l_orted indicate that MD simulations for sinall systems As mentiolmd earlier, several hundred sites are ac-

('200-2000 atoms) require approximately equal times tively using PVM at the tiine of writing. Along with
on the Cray-XMP and on a 1024-node Ncube/2 hy- Express, Linda, and Parmacs, PVM appears to be a
percube. For larger systerns (2000-10000 atoms), par- highly viable toolkit and methodology for concurrent
allel algorithlns on the Ncube/2 can execute at up to computing on heterogeneous networks of processing
twice the speed of the Cray. These findings are con- elements. In this section, we present feedback regard-
sistent wilh the observation that as the size of the ing PVM usage froln a very small cross-section of the
system increases, the communication to computation user community, to highlight the different application



.... MolecularDynamics Simulation • At the University of Utah, researchers are devel-- oping a parallel solver for nonsymmetric partial
PvM Problcm size differential equations, which they will eventually

RS/6000procs 5x5x5.. I 8x8x8 I 12x12x12, integrate into a large-scale combustion model.
1 23 ] 146 1030 Currently they use PVM on a network of IBM
2 15 91 622 RS/6000 model 520 workstations, connected by
4 12 62 340 token ring. These processors will soon be up-

8 6 34 184 __ graded to model 560s, and the token ring network
iPSC/860 will be replaced by an FDDI network. They also

plan to offer PVM as the basis for network paral-procs
1 42 202 992 lel computing on an FDDI configuration.
2 22 102 500
4 11 52 252 • At a NASA re, arch center, PVM is being used
8 6 27 129 for (1) flow simulations for a variety of prob-

lems in hypersonic, rarefied flows using the Di-
rect Simulation Monte Carlo method (a particle

Table 3: Times in seconds for MD simulations method). Some of these simulations have runmore or less continuously for several months on

multiple SparcStations for a single problem. They
are using PVM on a regular production basis on 8

domains and hardware environments in which PVM is SPARC-2's and have run some benchmarks using

being utilized, up to 32 Sparcs. (2) for a multi-discipline design
and optimization code that they are implement-

• PVM is in use at Los Alamos National Labora- ing in a multi-computer environment. (3) for a

tory for numerically intensive computations on CFD problem as well as a coarse breakdown of
clusters of 16-IBM RS6000/560 workstations con- an optimization problem within an aircre, ft design
nected with Ethernet, FDDI, and Socc. and mission analysis simulation.

• Lawrence Livermore Laboratory mention their . The Jefferson Cancer Institute is part of the Jef-

use for computer aided tomography of the soft x- ferson Medical College, Thomas Jefferson Univer-
ray emission on the DIII-D tokamak on HP and sity. The institute conducts h_sic and applied re-
Sun workstations and Cray supercomputers, search in areas which include pharmacology, mi-

crobiology, molecular biology, molecular genetics,

• A scientific computing consultancy uses PVM for and structural biology. Researchers have endeav-

large (100,000-500,000 line) scientific applications ored to take maximum advantage of information
involving meteorology, photochemistry, particle technologies in ali of these areas. Technologies in
dispersion and underground transport and aque- wide spread use include: relational and object ori-
ous chemistry, elated databases, high performance 3d graphics,

analytical tools for molecular modeling, emergent
• At the Colorado School of Mines, PVM is used computation and genetic algorithms. PVM sup-

for running seismic migration applications on sev- ports applications in many of these areas which
eral workstations. Seismic migration, which gives share two common threads: (1) algorithms which
the subsurface image of the earth from the data lend themselves to emergent approaches; and (2)
recorded at the surface, is computationally i_ten- applications which integrate data and services

sire, especially in 3-D case. In real 3-D s_qsmic from multiple machines.
migration, the data set is about 4G bytes and the
computation required is of the order of several bil- • At United Technologies, PVM is being used for
lion floating point operations. The conclude that (1) a generalized three-dimensional, multi-block,
they can run a real problem on 5 IBM/RS6000- Navier-Stokes algorithm, presently being used to
520 and 530 in about 15 hours, which is compara- analyze fundamental fluid dynamic phenomena

ble to the performance on CRAY. In this applica- such as shock/boundary layer interaction and vor-
tion, PVM is used not only to do the computation rex generation devices. A parallel version of EA-

in parallel, but also to coordinate the disk I/O in GI, E has been implemented with PVM on multi-
order to make the data I/O in parallel, pie singleton processors of two Alliant FX/2800's



and on a network of HP9000 workstations. Se- sequences for similarities that are significant in
lected optimal cases dominated by floating point, terms of protein structures or functions. 'Phe ap-

computations have shown 88% efficiency. (2) a plication is running oll a Parsytec machine under
three-dilnensional CFD algorithm which models Parix and a port to a CM5 and KSR-1 is planned.
the wake structure of helicopter rotor blades, cur-

rently being used by UTRC and Sikorsky to caicu- • At Boeing, PVM is being used for a CFD code
late wake influence in several aerodynamic/blade utilizing modular multizonal methods which lend
response codes. A parallel version of the kernel themselves well to coarse grained parallelization.

has been implernented with PVM on multiple sin- Initially, they are running it on a cluster of 12
gleton processors of two Alliant FX/2800's and SGI workstations, and they expect to extend it
on a network of ttP9000 workstations. Selected to include some RS6000's, some liP 700 series

machines and a Cray YMP.optimal cases dominated by floating point com-

putations have shown 99% efficiency. • Cerfacs in France use PVM for several appli-
• In the Biophysics department at the State Univer- cations, including a project that will couple a

sity of New York in Buffalo, PVM is an integral model of the ocean and a model of the atmo-
part of the computing environment. Their main sphere. PVM is being used to send the boundary
PVM applications concern kinetic analysis of ion information between the two models. The sec-
channel currents. This problem is solved both by ond application is a parallel algorithm for solv-
analytical and Monte Carlo simulation naethods, ing the global optimization problem. This algo-

rithm is very coarse grained and extremely well
• At Stanford University, PVM is the message pass- suited for a heterogeneous computation environ-

ing platform for one of the inaplementat.ions of ment. They are using the algorithm to solve opti-
Jade, a language for writing serial, imperative mization problems for plamaing satellite trajecto-
programs that run in parallel on a heterogeneous ties for satellites dedicated to collecting altimeter
collection of machines. They have implemented information.
a sparse Cholesky factorization algorithm, a pro-

gram that simulates water, and an implements- , The Canadian National Research Council EGS

tion of the Barnes-llut n-body solver. (Electron Gamma Shower) developers, with a

• Also at Stanford, researchers are developing a user base of about 5000, use PVM extensively.
method for protein structure prediction, for which EGS is a public-domain Monte Carlo code that

does electron gamma transport in the energythey exhaustively search all possible tertiary con-
formations using a simplified representation of a range 1 keV - 20 TeV. lt is ideally suited to a

network operating system like PVM since it re-polypeptide chain. They have constructed a par-
allel interface library that lets them port the code quires little internode comnmnication.
between a distributed-memory Ncube-2 system,
a shared-memory Silicon Graphics 4D-240, or a

network of workstations running PVM. 5 Conclusions and Ongoing Work

• At the (only) supercomputing center in Taiwan,
PVM is used for various scientific applications in- In this paper, we have described the PVM system
eluding Computational Fluid Dynamic equations, and its evolution, experiences, and uses. The PVM
and imcompressible Navier-Stokes equations, system is a valuable environment for the concurrent

execution of applications on heterogeneous networked
• Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in Belgium uses platforms. P\.'M is attractive from both technical and

PVM for medical image enhancement with a economic viewpoints; experiences have been very en-
(time consuming) Monte Carlo algorithm, couraging and have demonstrated PVM's potential

for achieving supercomputer level performance at a• At the University of C.hicago, researchers are run-
fraction of the cost, as well as for providing highly

ning a code to calculate the primordial abun- effective emulations of parallel naachines. The lat-
dances of elements from inhonaogeneous models
of nucleosynthesis, ter point is especially important; literally everyone

has access to high perforinance workstations which,
• At the University of Heidelberg, PVM is be- if used collectively can be as effective as true hard-

ing used for molecular biology and biotechnol- ware multiprocessors. The PVM software infrastruc-
ogy applications which scan databases of protein ture is instrumental in enabling a collection of these



machines to be seamlessly integrated into a coherent ing Conference, ed. D. Walker and Q. Stout, IEEE
and flexible concurrent computing resource. Its ease Computer Society Press, pp. 478-483, April 1990.
of use, coupled with support for multiple concurrent
progranlming paradigms and auxiliary tools for debug- [10] 1t. Nguyen, et. al., "A Parallel Molecular Dynam-
ging and naonitoring support, significantly increases ics Strategy", ,I. Comput. Chem., 6,634, 1985.

the effectiveness of network based coluputing. On- [11] A. Beguelin, J. J. Dongarra, G. A. Geist,
going and future work on the PVM system includes R. Manchek, and V. S. Sunderam. "A U_rs' Guide

support for high speed fiber optic networks, enhancing to PVM Parallel Virtual Machine", Technical Re-

the program development facilities, SUl)port for object- port ORN L/TM-11826, Oak Ridge National Lab-
oriented concurrent computing, proc_sc_level fault tol- oratory, July 1991.
erance, and increasing the efficiency of internal algo-

rithms. We believe that the PVM approach is a viable [12] G. A. Geist, M. T. tleath, B. W. Peyton, and
alternative or complement to conventional supercom- P. !t. Worley. "A machine-independent commu-

puting, nication library", In J. Gustafson, editor, The
Proceedings of the Fourth Conference on Hyper-
cubes, Concurrent Computers, and Applications,
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